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The Roads and the Purposes
by Eow ARD H.

LEVI

This seems to be a period when a re-examination of undergraduate
education is not only desirable but also necessary. The burden on undergraduate education has greatly increased. It is engaged in mass education to an extent never before true, and because it is now mass education, perhaps its purposes must be more diverse than ever. Taken as
a whole, the educational enterprise is extremely costly. In its present
form it may be unsupportable, and its best attributes may be lost in
favor of its least justified qualities.
Because the purposes are diverse and the financing difficult yet
essential, and for other reasons as well, the directions of undergraduate
education are particularly susceptible to faddism which seeks not only
dollars but popular approval. New areas for inquiry, service and
relevant education are periodically and unceasingly discovered and
just as frequently criticized. The amount of criticism and apparent
dissatisfaction are high anyway. I do not mean to overemphasize
this. A great deal of the criticism is of a kind which education has
always received over many centuries and really thousands of years,
despite the variety and forms which education has taken. Some of
the criticism seems strangely misplaced, appearing to echo itself more
than to describe reality. But many lives are involved. Some of the
assumptions widely held concerning collegiate education are most
disturbing. For example, it is sometimes suggested that the educational
establishment is used to keep young people out of the job market in
order to protect the economy, and then on the contrary it is said that
the system is used primarily to prepare people for the requirements
of an industrial machine. I suppose both could be true, although the
first seems foolish, and there would seem to be better ways to accom-
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plish the second. These assumptions and similar cnt1c1sms, however,
are a reminder tha t one cannot really look at undergradua te education
by itself. One must see it within the spectrum of formal education
as a whole, and a lso as but a part of a larger society which could
and does have many different ways of providing training and cultural
pursuits. The public library is, after all, the descendant of great
museums. These institutions, vocational schools, on-the-job training
and a variety of other possible arrangements, including new forms of
communication, a:re much in the picture. It should give us a pause,
perhaps pleasure or alarm, to realize that the presen t system need
not be immutable. Almost a ny idea we can think of has been tried
out in the past. It is the dimensions, and related to that, the compulsions of formal education which a re new, but these can make a
good deal of difference. We have to think about tha t education
which everyone or most should have. We have to think about specialized training and the preservation or creation of quality. These are
not new questions, but th ey are in a new context because of the
numbers of people involved , the costs, and the length of time our
present system preempts.
Since the field we must plow is filled with distractions, difficulties
and strong allegiancies, let me state my conclusions. The points I have
in mind are the following :
Despite the doubts which are among the chief attributes of our
present civilization, a nd perhaps because of them, I believe our educational system requires a reaffirmation of the reality and validity of
the truth-finding process, intellectually based, with the acceptance
of requirements of civility, criticism and integri ty.
Overall, we require a greater amount of openness within, to and
from our educational structure . The problem is to encourage a nd
preserve the autonomy and diversity of institutions and to permit
and sponsor greater freedom for the individual student. This means
that there should be more choices, but, of course, it does not mean
that the choices won't have consequences.
In order to create more openness and to give more choices, I
suggest we should begin experimen ting with a system of national
examinations, dealing with separate subjects, not a ttempting a certifica tion in general areas, not determined by the requirements of any
particular institution, but perhaps sponsored by cooperating institutions and administered by independent agencies. In this way I believe
these will give examinations emphasis to and encourage diverse
educational roads.
I believe we must be much more serious about the levels of education, not only because cost factors and, therefore, need and the
allocation of resources are involved, but because the mixture of
compulsion, voluntariness, competence and the necessary interrela-
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tionship among scholars and disciplines differs from one level to another. More points of entrance and exit with accomplishment and
recognition from the formal educational system would be desirable
for students.
I think it is likely that new kinds of institutions and new forms
of instruction will have to be developed if the goals of mass education and continuing education are to be more nearly realized. Some
of these new forms will turn out to be highly desirable in particular
ways. Some may be harmful to the quality of education we now
have. Thi5 is one reason why increased openness within the system
and some non-institutional standards ,,viii be desirable.
I believe it is essential that institutions of education be much
more concerned than they have been with the length of time preempted by formal education. Shorter alternative roads should be made
avai lable and tried out. I believe this applies in a major way to undergraduate education, but also to graduate and professional training.
All kinds of requirements and regulations now stand in the way. But
I would urge that such alternatives could contribute to the quality
of both instruction and research.
I have referred to the doubts which are among the chief attributes
of our civilization. It is with these doubts, I believe, we must come
to terms. The concepts which we use, as, for example, for liberal as
well as general education, are somewhat outmoded if we take them
in some original meaning. They imply divisions of society which we
reject. And general education, in addition to saying something ambiguous about the organization of knowledge, now must mean that
education which should be generally available.
The flexibility and uncertainty of these concepts help push us
to a consideration of the characteristics of the kind of higher education we prefer. They are also a reminder, however, that one of the
peculiarities of our system of education has been its emphasis not on
morality, but upon the intellectual disciplines. Perhaps it is more
accurate to say our system embodies the belief that morality can be
more effectively taught through, and is implicit in, the intellectua l
disciplines viewed as a process-a morality thus arising out of the
recognition of excellence and the honesty enforced by self-criticism.
Other systems with different emphases are certainly imaginable for
us. Some of their attributes have crept into some of the peripheral
objectives of some of our colleges and universities, and are, at times,
more central than that. Thus, physical prowess, Spartan virtues and
abilities, service to the community- perhaps we should include proficiency in performance of some of the arts-have been seen in some
places as fairly central appropriate objectives for their kind of liberal
or general education. But the main thrust and the claim to independence for our institutions of higher learning and their scholars have
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been based upon the possibility of a n honest a nd disciplined intellectual search for understanding. This does not mean tha t institutions
of higher lea rning have not been labeled through time, sometimes
correctly, as centers for unrest and revolutionary thought, or as instruments for the establishment. It does not mean they a re not part
of the civiliza tion which created them. It does mean they have found
their integrity in a sufficien tly sha red belief in the reality of intellectual truth. Much of mankind often has not believed in this kind
of base for higher education. A varying part of the religious impulse
is certainly contrary. There need be no claim tha t the perception a nd
sea rch for intellectual truth is the only kind of understanding or
experience worth having, or, indeed , the highest kind . The maintenance of this kind of base for higher education has never been easy.
Few societies, including our own, have not witnessed the exalta tion
of the breaking of inkpo ts, the ba nning of scholars a nd books.
But we have a specia l problem. We have a society in which , as
Sir Isaiah Berlin has d escribed , the normal or periodic peaking of
enthusiasm for the irrational- which can be an understood and
appreciated phenomenon- is now combined with the fruits and thrust
of intellectual movements themselves as shaped a nd reformul a ted
through popula rization. This kind of joining is not unique, but it
now constitutes a new and powerful influence. The intellectual descriptions of the forces of the irrational and the unconscious, assumptions about the automa ticity of scientific laws which control our perceptions; an ardent belief in the almost unlimited power of institutions
and technology to compel values a nd behavior- all these are u sed
to downgrade the conception of objective truth a nd the validity of
the rational process. The conclusions of this a rgument probably run
some distance from the way they a re taken. Perhaps even the most
extreme paradoxes in it can be resolved . It will be pointed out also
tha t free inquiry, if it is to be free, benefits from other fai ths and
skepticism. If terms other than intellectual and rational must be used
to make the claim for the validity of inquiry, no doubt this can be
done. The question, however, is the effect of these movements on the
independence, integrity a nd worthwhileness of our present insti tutions
of higher learning. I doubt if we a re prepa red to say that if the
intellect has, indeed, eaten itself, so much the better for poetic justice.
The movements can destroy excellence from within a nd make the
institutions pa rticula rly vulnerable to pressures from without. The
very fact that much of education is compulsory, formative and supported by the state makes the claim for a base for independent values
pa rticula rl y important. But if education and inqui ry a re to be regarded
either as technical exercises which might just as well be externally
directed , or as the imprinting of a set of given values where the attempt
to understand is sham, for the mind is not sufficiently free, then edu8

cation is in a power struggle which there is no particular reason it
should win, and many reasons it should lose. Hence, unless we find
some other basis for excellence and independence, or discard these
values, I believe a reaffirmation is required-a reaffirmation which
accepts, protects and regards as important the ways of intellectual
inquiry. This reaffirmation is not suggested as a test oath or a statement to be signed, or a formal or informal declaration of any kind.
It will exist, if at all, as a personal matter resulting in a sufficiently
shared spirit and shared ways of conduct which will keep our institutions viable and important during this most difficult period of readjustment. If this does not occur, perha ps it means the institutions are
not worth saving anyway.
I believe both the continuation and integrity of our institutions
of higher learning are important. I doubt whether they should have
the kind of sovereignty which seems to have been unwittingly given to
them, and perhaps equally unwittingly accepted by them. The notion
that a four-year college is the necessary gateway to life or a screening
device for industry or for graduate training is, itself, anti-educational.
It depreca tes self-education. Not only does it state a formula for
learning in terms of the passage of time, but it has worked in practice to increase the required length of time. The prestige does not
go to the institution which can do the best job in the briefest period.
So the long road has grown longer, and with adverse consequences.
To some extent the system feeds upon itself. Graduate training becomes a requirement for teaching. Professional education is buttressed
in its insistence upon more years by the rules of its own associations,
licensing requirements, and university regulations. Faced with the
boredom of students, professional schools a re not urged to incorporate
within their curricula the kind of practice and training which had
previously escaped the hold of formal education. An alternative,
a nd perhaps better road, would be to shorten the time.
Strangely enough, this apparent mandate to the institutions to
control and develop education as they think best has not worked
to create great diversity or to provide as many options as one might
have imagined. The p articular institution presumably is free within
the broadest range to develop a new structure to exemplify a liberal
a rts or general education for our day. The dreary repetition of distribution requirements, or courses announced as general, or courses
which mirror the specific explorations of members of the faculty, but
are said to be particularly good because a professor does best what
he knows the best, generally mark the academic scene from one place
to another. One could say the curriculum is not that important, but
it is hard to say tha t, in view of the length of time which now stretches
ahead for many students.
If the lack of diversity in institutional approaches is depressing,
9

more depressing are many of the forced so-called experimental programs which explore and build upon friendship and community, and
which are often shepherded by the weakest disciplines and the weakest
faculty. A recent, I gather highly regarded, article in the Saturday
Review, which knows about these things, makes this personal pronouncement, speaking of our colleges and high schools: "I used to
imagine that one fine afternoon the doors of all the offices would
open wide with a trumpet blast and teachers and students would
emerge to dance hand in hand in total golden nakedness on the campus
lawns in a paroxysm of truth." The point, of course, as the article
says, is an emphasis, which the writer is for, on "a kind of psychic
survival: our ability to live decently beyond institutional limits and
to provide for our comrades enough help to sustain them." Perhaps
so. And perhaps this romanticism would make the forced sojourn
of a degree program more palatable. The colleges and universities
may have become the escape and substitute for life, but we should
have some way of saying this isn't the only way to get an education.
After this quotation let me say that the lack of experimenting with
new techniques for instruction seems particularly surprising. Again
prestige factors seem to be at work. Small classes are better than big
ones. Discussions are better than lectures. Books are better than films.
How do we know? If it cost less for students to be in a big class,
which would they choose, and do we know where they would learn
the most? What if it were to be found they enjoy it less but are
learning more? I realize this flies in the face of many of the things
we love, but isn't that part of the problem?
What I am trying to suggest is that we have not achieved diversity
by an institutional approach, and the attempt to introduce diversity
through the forced feeding of subsidies for the kinds of programs
government and foundations are likely to favor has probably often
reduced quality. Why should a subsidy be required anyway for an
attractive experimental program which an institution wishes to introduce? If there were pressures on an institution to do a better job,
then it might require a subsidy to keep it from dropping a program
it regarded as poor. The institutional framework does not seem to
have been particularly conducive to exploring the substance of what
should be taught for various levels of education, and the way the
subject matter should be taught. I overstate, of course, but it takes
a distracting act of will to begin one of these revisions. I believe our
problem is to find some way to free the institutions from the apparent
necessity to do the standard thing with the usual experimental
varieties, to give to the institutions some feeling of achievement when
they are able to do the job faster than before, and to give them some
greater assurance that students stay on because they want to and have
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some senous scholarly purpose to achieve, and not because they are
trapped.
The remedies I suggest are worth a try; that is, the attempt to
introduce greater flexibility by reintroducing a degree for general
education, perhaps ( to speak in terms of time which I would like
to avoid) after something like two years of college work; the rearrangement of professional and graduate work so that they can
begin after this two-year period; the further reduction in time of
much graduate and professional work, and the introduction-perhaps
a timid introduction-through joint arrangements among some
colleges or universities--of national examinations administered by an
independent agency, with the hope that these examinations might
be sufficiently useful so that students and non-students would find
it desirable to take them. If the examination system works, then I
am sure many more kinds of institutions will find they are ready to
help the students prepare. I realize there are all kinds of problems
with external examination systems. They in themselves can become
a pernicious form of control furthering the cartelization of education
or becoming instruments of dominations. For this reason it is important
that the examinations not attempt to be a new packaging of education
but rather be on separate and in that sense narrow subjects, as one
way of testing competence in those a reas. This will make for a much
greater truthfulness as to what the examinations are about. I do not
think they should be competitive with degrees except in the sense
that they represent a different approach. So far as shortening the time
is concerned, I do not suggest the briefer programs as the only road.
They should represent alternative ways.
We are all concerned about the ability of education to respond to
diverse tasks which have been placed upon it. These tasks require
many more kinds of institutions, much more flexibility in the kinds
of programs and means of instruction. Some means has to be found ,
and I do not believe the road of subsidy, by itself, will accomplish
it, to encourage the appearance and participation of these institutions,
and the trying out of programs and methods of instruction.
A more open system has risks, but it could reassemble to greater
advantage the strength which is there. Obviously, such an open system,
with national or independent examinations, with shorter alternative
roads, and with the ability to accommodate more to the student's
own pace, will not, itself, substitute for the help which education
requires at many levels. It would be, however, a serious a ttempt to
provide alternative and useful roads to accomplish the purpose of a
general education for all.
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